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NOW WITH PICTURES!!Angry Alex is Back and Steve is Going to Prison!Steve gets caught for

doing what he did in the last book and is send to prison. Alex and Herobrine find this extremely

funny since they do bad stuff all the time and never get caught. But because laughing at him isn't as

fun when he's not there, they have to find a way to break Steve out of prison. Will they be able to?

Or will they all get caught and will this be the end of their adventures? Find out what happens in the
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This was sooooo AWESOME I just can't believe it. I thought that this wasn't worth it at first but then I

just changed my mind. This was very funny. I just side with Alex about everything being STUPID.

But I'm not much of a talker either since I got an impression that Alex talks, a lot.Also I'm sorry for all

those br>s and all that junk that got posted on  ðŸ˜° Hope you like my reviewðŸ’±

Nice book! You know first in this review I'm just going to point out a few mistakes I foundâ€¦Actually

there is only one! For the picture where Herobrine, Alex, and Steve is(at the end of the book "to be

continuedâ€¦" part) at the end portal the picture had something wrong. Herobrine and Steve looks

very similiar but what you don't realize is that besides the white eyes and no white eyes part they

dress differently. Notice how Steve's shirt has a tag(a pull on yhe shirt) to the right. This is where the

mistake is. Herobrine is supposed to have a tag pulled to the left. That is the other difference

Herobrine and Steve have. Even some minecraft Pros don't know this! That sums up the mistake

you did.Overall, this book was awesome! Not many books are like this and your one of the few

minecraft authors that have such high quality books! Also, do you use blender to make these

images? Yeah probably blender.P.S thanks for putting me on the awesome reviewer's list!^Ã‚Â·^

Hi, its me NinjaBoy899, and i just wanted to say how lovely this new book is. I loved reading it so

much, enjoyed the pictures, the plot, and the "jailbreak", ifnyou know what I mean. I know this going

to be one of my shorter rewiews, considering jow long the last one was, but I just needed to expresa

how great this book was and how much i enjoyed it. I hope thay everybody buys this book from the

store, because it will give them enjoyment for a nice long time. My only reccomendation for a book

you will write, isn't even for the next one! Its for the end of this series (Hoping thayts not any time

soon). Can the finale book be rrrrreeeeaaaallllllyyyyy long? That would be awesome.Signing off until

next time,NinjaBoy899

Hi, I don't think I've EVER posted a review to you before, so hi. I love every single one of your

books. I read all of them at least twice, and found them funny and entertaining. This book is what

minecraft lovers like me call a masterpiece, and I reallly don't want this series to end. The idea is too

basic and the same though. Angry alex, calling people jerks and idiots. We need some mining in

here. It's been long since Alex webt mining. Amazing job on these books though. Keep up the great

work.From Hyped Reviewer/MinecraftFanBoy06

I like you're book(prison break) and also I read all the books and most of them were pretty good. I



wonder what will happen in book 11 and please please please write book 11 where herrbrine and

alex and steve will go to the end.p.s Oh in the word the end is now largared do you meam endian

biome? That's where the corrus plants grow and there's a ender city and there's a new mob

guarding treasures in the ender city and sometimes one ender city can hold over then 1 stack of

diamonds!

this is probably the best book ever!! it was intense!! it was actually VERY interesting. For once

Steve actuly fell into a hole! Jail!(ha!) i am so glad that the other books already came out!! Gotta go

read them! Stay cool Craft Nicole!! :) :) :) -Ivyp.s. i havent really read any of the new books for a long

time so im behind, I need to read fast!! ;)

Yet again, a new and amazing book. I was so suprised to find out that they went to prison :0 and

how herobrine took along time to break them free. Also, like always a quick release along with other

books. While other authors take forever to release i get bored. But with your books, i never get

bored. Nice Job and never stop writing books. :) [>_

Thank for taking my suggestion for the pictures!! It helps my mind keep track of what is happening,

and also the image also shows what the section is about. Please continue this series, and the Noob

series. Those are my favorite!! Keep writing! Also, in the next book, make something very exciting

happen! Thanks! :)
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